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Objective of the paper:
� Recently natural language interaction with robots 

has increased tremendously. 
� This approach is parser based approach based on 

English commands and corresponding control 
language expressions.

� This experiment will deal with processing of route 
instructions (in natural language) in a indoor 
environment by a robot.

� language�interpreting human language into 
semantically informed structures in the context of 
robotic perception and actuation. 

� Our goal is to investigate whether it is possible to 
learn a parser that produces correct, 
robot-executable commands for such instructions 
commands. 2



The task
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� The task: Going from NL to robot control. First, the 
natural language command is parsed into a 
formal, procedural description representing the 
intent of the person. The robot control commands 
are then used by the executor, along with the 
local state of the world, to control the robot, 
thereby grounding the NL commands into actions 
while exploring the environment.

� Parsing natural language to expressive formal 
representations such as lambda-calculus

� most approaches rely on a manually constructed 
parser to map from NL commands to 
lambda-calculus, rather than learning grounding 
relations from data.
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Technical Details:

The high-level architecture of the end-to-end system. Training is 
performed by learning a

parser from English instructions to RCL. In the experimental phase, the 
learned parser maps NL

instructions to an RCL program that is executed by the robot
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RCL (Robot Control Language)

Similarly for querying the type of node, eg is node a room , hall , 3-way 
junction, hallway etc. and also for turning left and right
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� Locations
� Current-loc:loc => robot�s current location
� forward-loc:loc => location ahead of robot
� left-loc:loc  => to robot�s left
� right-loc:loc => to robot�s right
� exists:t [loc] => does [loc] exist?

� Logic:
� and:t [t] [t] boolean �and�
� or:t [t] [t] boolean �or�
� not:t [t] boolean �not�

� Movement
� move-to:t [loc] move to [loc]
� turn-left:t take next available left
� turn-right:t take next available right



Sample RCL code
� �Go left to the end of the 

hall.�
Corresponding RCL Code:
(do-sequentially

(turn-left
(do-until
(or

(not
(exists forward-loc))

(room forward-loc))
(move-to forward-loc)))
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Parsing
� For this work, parsing is performed using an 

extended version of the Unification- Based 
Learner, UBL

� The grammatical formalism used by UBL is a 
probabilistic

version of combinatory categorial grammars
� UBL can learn a parser solely from training 

data of the form
f(x_i , z_i) , where x_i is a natural-language 

sentence and z_i is a corresponding semantic 
language sentence.

Eg.
   go to                           the            second             

     junction  
  S/NP                            NP/NP       NP/N                  

  N
(move-to forward)      [null]        (do-n-time 2 x)   

(until(junction current-loc) y)

So overall:
do-seq(do-n-times 2(until junction current_loc) 
(move-to-forward)

1. It takes 3 arguments : first natural language 
input , second CCG syntatical categorization  
and third  lambda -calculus logical forms.
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Dataset & Maps
Map A Map B
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Dataset and maps
Map C Map D
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Datasets 
Training :

 First two maps shown in the previous 
slides for testing and  the second two for 
testing. For training and test purposes, 
each English route description is also paired 
with an associated RCL annotation.

Map A and B were automatically 
generated using Voronoi Random. 

Map C and D were manually 
constructed maps.
As A and B were relatively simpler ,So these 
were
constructed.

For English instruction 189 unique 
sentences generated by non-experts.

Further added route instructions for 
more rigorous testing. Finally enriched data 
set contained 418 NL route instructions with 
corresponding RCL commands.
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Testing
� using 189 simple instructions collected from 

training, data was tested against map B. 71.5 % 
success.

� Using various combinations of previous enriched 
data set 1200 unique paths through Map D were 
constructed. 1000 paths described by single NL 
sentences and 200 paths having on average 5 NL 
sentences.

� For 1000 simple paths , success was 66.3 +- 10.7 
% 

� For 200 complicated paths , success was 48.9 %
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Conclusion
� It demonstrates that it is possible to have a parser 

able to handle complex , procedural natural 
language commands for robot instruction.

� It is also demonstrated that it is possible to 
combine advanced natural  language processing 
with robotic perception and control systems. Eg. 
Go to and go left .

� Local error recovery will increase the results 
notably.

� Since the parser is probabilistic in nature, it can 
also generate a ranked list of possible RCL 
programs, each of which could generate a joint 
model for grounding 13
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